MBBS 2000

Graduates underlined on this list are uncontactable by email. Please share details of your reunion with these alumni if you are in touch. The University acknowledges that this information may be incomplete or incorrect and we encourage you to contact us at mdhs-reunion@unimelb.edu.au or (03) 9035 7869 with any updates to ensure our database is as accurate as possible. Lists are alphabetical by last name and include the names of graduates who may have graduated in a different year but are known to affiliate with this class, marked below with an asterisk*. If you are aware of alumni who affiliate with your cohort but are not listed below, please let us know.

* graduate affiliates with MBBS Milestone Cohort of respective year
(dec) graduate is deceased
Graduate is uncontactable by email

Dr Eseta S Akers
Dr Marino Alexopoulos
Dr Ahmed G Alwan
Dr Brooke C Anderson
Dr Himali L. Athuraliya
Dr Wai P Au
Dr Mark E Badcock
Dr John R Beer
Dr Fiona E Benson
Dr Fiona M Best
Dr Linda J. Bingham
Dr Logan D Bittinger
Dr Sophie E. Bittinger
(nee) Donnison
Dr Debra M Blackmore
Dr Gabriel Blecher
Dr Edith Bodnar
Dr Christie E Bolch
Dr Sybil J Borthwick
Dr Darren J Boulton
Dr Sarah E Bowen
Dr James A Boyd
Dr Andrew R Braun
Dr Carolyn M Breadon
Dr Sarah K. Brennand
Dr Michelle J Butler
Dr Nicholas D Calver
Dr Frank S Chai
Dr Carol Chaivachirasak
Dr Fiona Y. Chan
Dr Ken K Chan
Dr Cathy Chang
Dr Elena Chernova
Dr Arthur Y. Cheung
Dr Grace L. Chew
Dr Andrew C Chia
Dr Ty-Ron Ching
Dr Yi Chiong
Dr Shereen Ch‘Ng Suyin
Dr Carol P Chong
Dr Terence W Chong
Dr Jayson Choo Chon Jun
Dr Pei-Yu Chu
Dr Eric Chung Kang Yuen
Dr Anthony D Clough
Dr Matthew W Coghlan
Dr Amy C Cohn
Dr Benjamin L Constance
Dr Jonathan J Cook
Dr Belinda K. Dakic
Dr Jonathan D Darby
Dr Michael J Desmond
Dr Thuy T Dinh
Dr Zdenek Dubrava
Dr Philip E Dundee
Dr Elif Ekinci
Dr Timothy R Elliott
Dr Rosemary V Field
Dr Jane E Fitzgerald
Dr Kristina L. Flego
Dr Christina S Foley
Dr Fung Y Foo
Dr Heather M Francis
Dr Michael C Fung
Dr Susan S C Fung
Dr Jason L Galanos
Dr Johan Gani
Dr Helen M Garrott
Dr Natalie A. Gattuso
Dr Kerryn R Gisbers
Dr Edward M. Giles
Dr Emily F Girdwood
Dr Remy J Glowinski
Dr Goh Huay-yee
Dr Sue Y Goh
Dr Robert Gotemaker
Dr Tamarra L Greaves
Dr Karen H Gwee
Dr Mustafa M Haksoz
Dr Alexandre S Henry
Dr Michael W Hii
Dr Claire C Hindmarsh
Dr Frank S Hong
Dr Kylie C. Horne
Dr Andrew Y Huang
Dr Peng-Yun A Huang
Dr Samuel C Hume
Dr Susan Ilic
Dr David Ip
Dr Benjamin M Jacobson
Dr Kokum S Jayasinghe
Dr Brindha Jeremiah
Dr Kang Por Han
Dr Kirk K. Kee
Dr Celia M. Kemp
Dr Christian B Kenfield
Dr Samuel J Kennedy
Dr Richard J Keuneman
Dr Charles C Kim
Dr Caroline A King
Dr Jen M Kok
Dr Christine Kotsios
Dr Emma Kowal
Dr Teck-Hong Kuik
Dr Celia S Kuo
Dr Nani I Kuswanto
Dr David H. Lam
Dr Leslie Lam
Dr Simon K Lam
Dr James Lau Puong Tai
Dr Matthew Lau Sie Kuei
Dr Michael T Law
Dr Dominic F Lee
Dr Hojin Lee
Dr Joseph C Lee
Dr Lee Yee Lin
Dr Lee Yee Wah
Dr Fenny Leong
Dr Matthew H Leong
Dr Avi S. Leung
Dr Randal Leung
Dr Lim Chin Wei
Dr Ching S. Lim
Dr Liam Lim
Dr Shueh-Wei Lim
Dr Jennifer Y. Lin
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Dr Ling Lee Fong  
Dr David T Love  
Dr Keith Lu  
Dr Yun F Lu  
Dr Kevin S. Lui  
Dr Vivek Malipatil  
Dr Steven Marasovic  
Dr Monique N. Mason  
Dr Adam G Masters  
Dr Sarah L McClusky  
Dr Lachlan R. McIntyre(dec)  
Dr Rebecca E McIntyre  
Dr Campbell J McKellar  
Dr Ben A McKenzie  
Dr Alistair R Miller  
Associate Prof Biswadev Mitra  
Dr Michelle P Mok  
Dr Sara K Moodie  
Dr Amir Nekoee Naiene  
Dr Bradley P Newell  
Dr Choong K Ng  
Dr Steven Y. Ng  
Joanne Ngeow*  
Dr Lisa Nguyen  
Dr Sarah Nguyen  
Dr Thanh T Nguyen  
Dr Samuel I Norden  
Dr Niroj L Obeyesekere  
Dr Jason W Oh  
Dr Christine J. O'Neill  
Dr Eugene J Ong  
Dr Michael A Ong  
Dr Ooi Chee Kheong  
Dr Chee Y Ooi  
Dr Shu-Haur Ooi  
Dr Ponnaren Pak  
Dr Janthorn Pakdeethai  
Dr Deena M Parbhoo  
Dr Mark A Petris  
Dr Vincent Phua Chee Ee  
Dr Sekhar Pillai  
Dr Rebecca B Quake

Dr Joyce Y Quan  
Dr Merryn L. Redenbach  
Dr Matthew W Roberts  
Dr Nicole C Robins-Browne  
Dr Rohit Sawhney  
Dr Katherine A. Scott  
Dr Benjamin P Sheridan  
Dr Martin A. Short  
Dr Simon M Smith  
Dr Yoke L Soong  
Dr Luke A Spencer  
Dr Kymble M Spriggs  
Dr Mark A Steven  
Dr Valerie Sung  
Dr David B Syme  
Dr Michael Tan  
Dr Shinn-Yun Y Tan  
Dr Tan Yung Khan  
Dr Andrew W Teh  
Dr Duy M Thai  
Dr Georgina E Thomas  
Dr Stephen E Thwaites  
Dr Lara J. Tickell  
Dr Ting Sing Shing  
Dr Adrian R Tramontana  
Dr Bryan M Wai  
Dr Tim D. Walker  
Dr Salena M Ward  
Dr Peter R Watson  
Dr Benjamin P Wei  
Dr Audi B Widjaja  
Dr Limin Wijaya  
Dr Cameron R Wolfe  
Dr Amy M Wong  
Dr Anne S Wong  
Dr Eugene S Wong  
Dr Wong Jyi-Lin  
Dr Michael M Wong  
Dr Phillip Wong  
Dr Renee C Wong  
Dr Natalie Yang  
Dr Choo Y Yeung  
Dr Alison T Yeung  
Dr Eppie M. Yiu  
Dr Michelle K Yong  
Dr Kevin Young  
Dr Xavier K Yu  
Dr Farhat Zarei
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